In the world of communications, testing is usually applied to verify an implementation, in terms of functionality, conformance, interoperability, performance, robustness, and stability. The implementation under test could be a black-box or white-box device, a piece of software, or scaled up to a system of hardware and software. This September issue received nine submissions in December 2013. We accepted three of them, with two from academia and one from a hybrid team of universities and a startup company. The other six submissions were not included, mainly due to not enough focus or interesting materials on test methodologies and results, or not enough technical contributions. Again, the due dates for this series are June 1 and December 1 each year, with publication in the March and September issues of the following year. The turn-around time of the review process is being kept within three months, usually with two rounds of review. We continue to solicit submissions with a focus on test methodologies and results in communications and networking systems.

In this issue, of the three articles, two are on testbed design, and one is on device testing. The first article constructs an IEEE 802.11 mesh network testbed with Android smartphones and tablets. By observing and configuring cross-layer protocol parameters and non-protocol parameters on Android devices, the testbed serves as a tool to evaluate various techniques for cognitive networking. The source code of the tool is made available as an open source package. The second article constructs a testbed for vehicular networks in a harbor area with trucks, boats, and vessels attached with onboard units (OBUs), plus roadside units (RSUs) and cloud-based data and control systems. The OBU operates mainly a dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) interface (IEEE 802.11p) up to 900 m on an unlicensed band with the 3G cellular interface as the backup. In their experiment with 25 trucks, two boats, two vessels, one harbor administration vehicle, and five RSUs 300–500 m apart, they observe that 70 percent of the time vehicles are disconnected, without a network path from their location to an RSU, for less than 1 min. Nearly 95 percent of the time vehicles are able
to reconnect in less than 5 min. That is, cellular backup is not necessary for applications that can tolerate a 5-min delay. Handovers between RSUs are also performed in less than 100 ms, which enables seamless mobile communication in the harbor.

In the third article, on cross-protect routers (“The Cross-Protect Router: Implementation Tests and Opportunities”), the concepts of FAN and XP routers are reviewed first. FAN is an alternative QoS architecture to the well-known but failed integrated services (IntServ) and differentiated services (DiffServ). It does not require complicated signaling. It implicitly classifies packets into two kinds of flows, streaming and elastic, with the former being prioritized as they are more vulnerable to sudden transmission rate change. An XP router implements FAN by adding two modules, measurement-based admission control and fair queuing with priority, to a standard IP router. The name, cross-protect, comes from the congestion feedback from fair queuing to admission control. No new flows will be established to the protected flow list (PFL) if an outgoing link is congested. Thus, admitted flows are protected with QoS. Compared to traditional IP routers, XP routers enforce balanced bandwidth to each flow, while IP routers serve flows proportionally to incoming packets. Also, the impact of elastic flows on streaming flows is minimal in XP routers, which is not the case in IP routers.
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